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Founders of Katrina Holdings, Alan Goh and his wife 
Catherine Tan have a nose for business. Finding a 
niche and feeding it has always been his business 

strategy. It all started from a nasi padang food court 
stall at Bishan Junction 8 in the early 90s, which was the 
turning point for more exciting things to come.

The opportunity to diversify into the restaurant 
business started in 1998. That was when Goh opened his 
first BaliThai restaurant offering perennial favourites of 
both Indonesia and Thai cuisines. Constantly exploring 
new avenues, Katrina Holdings continually challenges 
itself to be the leading F & B company. They took it one 
step further and  introduced Chinese cuisines of different 
provinces such as Szechuan, Shanghai and Yunnan; 
Hong Kong fare with more than 100 popular choices; 
and exotic Mexican delights, to excite and satisfy the 
discerning taste buds of gourmands.

Another milestone was in 2009, when he opened 
BaliThai restaurants in Beijing after seeing a growing 
trend of a well-travelled middle class. The fashionable 
opportunist says, “In fact, from 2007 onwards, our growth 
was the fastest, opening 22 restaurants in six years.”

Till date, he is a restaurateur of 28 outlets in 
Singapore and China operating a chain of concept  
dining restaurants namely BaliThai, Bayang, RennThai, 
Streats Hong Kong café, Honguo, Hutong, Muchos,  
So Pho and Indobox Cafe. There are now 24 restaurants 
in Singapore, and three in Beijing and one in  
Shanghai, China.

Feeding A Niche
From opening his first halal-certified BaliThai restaurant 
in West Mall to expanding it into an international chain 
of restaurants today, it all comes down to identifying  
the niche and location. It was the pivotal move that 
sparked off a string of BaliThai restaurants which he 
opened in succession.

Understanding the demographics of an area has 
always been one of Goh’s key strengths. Now, he has  
four different restaurant concepts in Clarke Quay 
alone, namely RennThai which opened in 2002, 
Bayang in 2006, Hutong in 2008 and Muchos in 2010. 
These restaurants, that serve Thai, Indonesian, eastern 
Chinese and Mexican cuisine, cater to tourists who 
are extremely knowledgeable about food and have a 
penchant for Southeast Asian cuisines. The restaurant 
concepts are perfect for the location. Understanding the 
demographics of the locations has helped the restaurants 
survive beyond just Singapore local food trends.

Goh says frankly, “Indonesian restaurants are difficult 
to sustain here since its cuisine is very similar to local Malay 
cuisine. It is particularly harder now since employment 
passes don’t get renewed and Singaporeans are not keen 
to learn how to cook Indonesian food. They only want to 
do Japanese, Italian and the other popular cuisines.”

Spotting Trends
From Indonesian and Thai cuisine to Hong Kong cha 
chan tengs, northern Chinese cuisine, and more lately, 

Vietnamese cuisine, he opens his restaurants upon 
smelling a trend brewing.

Katrina Holdings recently opened Indobox and So 
Pho at JEM in the middle of 2013. The former was to 
feed the niche for the lack of Indonesian concepts in 
Singapore while the latter was to feed the demand for 
healthier Vietnamese cuisine.

One may ask why Vietnamese now? Opening So Pho 
was planned two years back after Goh noticed many 
airlines opening up the route to the country. There has 
also been an increase in traffic between Singapore and 
Vietnam as more Singaporeans are picking Vietnam as 
their holiday destination in the last five years. Thus, he 
anticipated Vietnamese cuisine would gain popularity as 
more people are exposed to Vietnamese culture and its 
healthy delicious cuisine. Beyond just pho and summer 
rolls, the concept offers popular street food in a casual 
and contemporary setting at a value-for-money prices. 
Some of the items offered at So Pho include the Imperial 
Spring Roll, Fried Glutinuous Rice Balls, Banh Xeo 
(Vietnamese Pancake with Minced Meat and Seafood) 
and Sesame Rice Crackers served with Basil Leaves 
Chicken, just to name a few.

The flavour of the dishes are richer and intense, and 
the ingredients generous. For instance, more lemongrass 
chicken, grilled beef and mango are added in the Summer 
Roll, and more seafood and minced chicken are added 
to the Banh Xeo Vietnamese Pancake to make it more 
flavourful, more tasty. Whereas the Imperial Fried Rice is 
served with lotus leaf and sesame seeds which imparts a 
wonderful fresh fragrance to heighten the taste.

Goh is not ruling out any possibilities of opening 
more restaurants in the future, and even overseas, as 
manpower is probably less of a problem elsewhere.
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